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For Victoria there are no benefits offered by Nuclear Power which are in any way remotely
commensurate with the risks and damages.
Legacy for our children and descendants
Nuclear power stations constantly release radiation to air and water, assuming ‘dilution’ into our
environment. These threaten particularly those in the near region, as confirmed by
epidemiological studies.
Accumulation up through the food chain threatens all life, including our own.
Long lived radioactive elements have lives threatening for thousands of human generations.
We cannot responsibly bequeath a poison legacy to all life, effectively for ever.
The solid wastes are intractable, transport is dangerous, occasional accidents inevitable.
Storage suitable for thousands of years remains unproven.
Suitable geology is difficult to find. Water permeates through rock and transports toxic materials.
Risk and Insurance
Look at your own insurance policies!! The risks are un-insurable. The risks, costs and
difficulty of ‘clean-up’ are too great for the insurers to accept.
Remember Chernobyl and Fukushima. They are continuing disasters. Fukushima is constantly
adding its characteristic radiation pattern to the northern Pacific and this is being concentrated up
our food chain.
Water
Nuclear power requires vast quantities of cooling water.
Australia is a hot country, short of reliable water.
To add to our woes, allocation processes have been corrupted.
Reactors in Europe have to frequently shut down in hot weather when electricity demand is high
because they cannot be cooled safely without sterilising their water sources, particularly rivers.
Rising sea levels and temperatures, rising acidity, loss of kelp forests, and losses of all other forms
of sea life are further threatened by nuclear cooling water.
Cost
The costs of construction of Nuclear power are prohibitive, borne out by the constant cost and time
over-runs now occurring in construction of established designs.
The extent of tax-payer subsidy involved in new projects in the UK is breathtaking as are the
contracted and increased costs to the future users of such power.
The costs of waste storage and security over thousands of generations are beyond forecasting.
Following accidents the human, monetary and time costs of making land inhabitable are
extraordinary, always transferred to tax-payers and generations to come.
Lead Time
Nuclear power stations are so slow to build that they are no solution to the global Climate
Emergency.
Nuclear power is now obsoleted by developments in renewable technology
Thermal Efficiency
The overall thermal efficiency of nuclear power stations is very low.
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